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What sets Digital Contact apart?

Breadth of monitoring
Our reach is much wider than Twitter and North America/European-biased data. We 
monitor news sites, blogs, community sites, and social media - globally.

Intelligent monitoring
Our A.I. has learnt who are the most likely originators of financially relevant content, 
so it prioritizes these and seeks out their content, adding to our speed of delivery. 
We use automated alerts to notify users about content they’re interested in, in the 
fastest possible time - under 1.5 seconds.

Depth of coverage
We don’t limit our knowledge to just the major exchanges and indices. We cover all 
major securities and financial instruments from all exchanges globally. We also cover 
major FX pairs, Commodities, and cryptocurrencies.
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Depth of detail
Filtering and layering is key to our accuracy and reliability and is a key difference. 
Influencers are often just an overall list; ours is unique for each entity covered. So, 
while, Tim Cook of Apple may appear in others’ overall influencer lists, for Digital 
Contact he will have a very high score for Apple, but a low to no score for Procter 
& Gamble, for instance. Additionally, our system is not just based on keywords, but 
looks for meaning, it can differentiate between a Tweet using the word Apple to talk 
about fruit, and a Tweet talking about the company, eg. when Anne Hathaway won an 
Oscar, the company Hathaway increased in value briefly, as some systems couldn’t 
tell the difference.

Multiple A.I.
Rather than one overall A.I. algorithm, we have developed a full suite of specialist 
A.I. algorithms. These specialists are able to dedicate and learn their individual tasks 
better than a system which relies on overall algorithms. 

Fully rounded picture
Other systems do deliver alternative data, but this tends to be limited to a few data 
sets, such as sentiment. Our proprietary data sets are wider, and provide a much 
fuller picture.

The most complete alternative data financial 
knowledge graph
Our knowledge graph is regularly maintained ensuring it’s highly detailed, accurate, 
and extremely fast. It’s regularly tested to ensure the quality of the data. We believe 
it is one of the most mature and complete platforms in the industry. We built our 
proprietary knowledge graph technology when founding Digital Contact, and it has 
been key to our success so far.

The largest data lake
We believe our data lake - covering over seven years of data - is the largest source of 
financial alternative data available.



Take the next step

Who are Digital Contact?

With a world of fast, accurate, in-depth market insights delivered in real time, Digital Contact can 
make what you offer stand out from the crowd. And, that will appeal to new clients, as well as 
increasing the loyalty and engagement of your existing clients.

So, take the next step to attract clients who’ll want to stay on your platform longer, are more likely to 
more trades, and earn you more commission.

Digital Contact began over 4 years ago. Our aim has always been to make life easier for those 
operating in financial markets. We’ve done this by facilitating quicker, smarter, more accurate 
analytics, using AI to create a new type of signals and insights. We’ve invested more than £2.3m into 
our core technologies to ensure we have one of the fastest data monitoring and processing engines. 

Digital Contact started trading.co.uk aimed at independent investors and traders. Having attracted 
65,000 visitors per month we moved on to develop tools for Quant funds, fund managers and traders. 
We have now developed News Stream for Retail Brokers to increase engagement with their clients.

Call 1800-456-7890 today


